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Flex your development muscles with this hefty guide
    Write programs using familiar workflows, deliver rich applications for Web or desktop, and integrate with a variety of application servers using ColdFusion, PHP, and others-all with the new Flex Builder 3 toolkit and the comprehensive tutorials in this packed reference. You'll learn the basics of Flex 3, then quickly start using MXML, ActionScript, CSS, and other tools to create applications that can run on any browser or operating system.      

	Install and learn how to use Flex Builder 3      
	Explore MXML, ActionScript 3, and the anatomy of a Flex application      
	Lay out Flex controls and containers, and use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to create look and feel      
	Incorporate Advanced List controls, Flex charting components, and data entry forms      
	Integrate your Flex applications with a variety of application servers      
	Create cross-operating system desktop applications with Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR)      


    Companion Web Site
    Visit www.wiley.com/go/flex3 to access code files for the projects in the book.    

       About the Author

David Gassner is the President of Bardo Technical Services, an Adobe Systems Authorized Training Partner. He holds Adobe developer certifications in Flex, AIR, ColdFusion, Flash, and Dreamweaver. David is the author of technical training videos from Lynda.com on Adobe Flex, AIR, ColdFusion, and Dreamweaver, and he is a regular contributor to ColdFusion Journal and XML Journal.      
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Incident Response: Computer Forensics ToolkitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your in-depth guide to detecting network breaches, uncovering evidence, and preventing future attacks
Whether it’s from malicious code sent through an e-mail or an unauthorized user accessing company files, your network is vulnerable to attack. Your response to such incidents is critical. With this comprehensive guide, Douglas Schweitzer...
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Sams Teach Yourself HTML and CSS in 24 Hours (Includes New HTML 5 Coverage) (8th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2009

	In 2009, it is estimated that more than 1.5 billion people have access to the Internet, including
	220 million in the U.S. alone. Throw in 338 million Chinese users, 55 million German users, 48
	million British users, 38 million Russian users, and 67 million Brazilians, and you can see the
	meaning of the word “world” in the...
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Learning Laravel 4 Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop real-world web applications in Laravel 4 using its refi ned and expressive syntax


	Overview

	
		Build real-world web applications using the Laravel 4 framework
	
		Learn how to configure, optimize and deploy Laravel 4 applications
	
		Packed with illustrations along with lots of...
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EthnobiologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The single comprehensive treatment of the field, from the leading members of the Society of Ethnobiology


	The field of ethnobiology—the study of relationships between particular ethnic groups and their native plants and animals—has grown very rapidly in recent years, spawning numerous subfields. Ethnobiological research...
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The Essential Handbook of Ground-Water SamplingCRC Press, 2006
Tremendous improvements in ground-water sampling methodologies and analytical technologies have made it possible to collect and analyze truly representative samples to detect increasingly lower levels of contaminants—now in the sub-parts-per-billion range. Though these new methods produce more accurate and precise data and are less expensive,...
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Professional Techniques for the Wedding Photographer (Practical Photography Books)Amphoto Books, 1985
A manual on wedding photography, organized as a detailed "shooting script" for a typical wedding day. Over 150 photographs take the reader step-by-step through all the pictures that clients expect to see in their albums, from formal portraits to candid shots at the reception. The revised edition includes information on digital imaging and...
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